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CBS-2141XTS
User Friendly Interface
Access all controls via an inviting touchscreen interface display that
blends intuitive icons with dynamic time and volume data to provide
instant visual feedback during programming, diagnostics or the brew
cycle. 

 

Streamlined Programming, Diagnostics and Metrics
The Extractor® Touchscreen Operating System (ETOS) was engineered
for quick and efficient navigation through set-up, programming,
diagnostics and daily operational brewing modes 

 

Customizable Screens
Customize the start screen to tie your equipment and product offerings
into a consistent brand message. You can also create and display
individual recipe names for quick and easy access to your most used
coffee blends. 

 

The Single Station 1.0 Gallon CBS-2141XTS Touchscreen Series Coffee
Brewer provides flexibility in small-to-medium sized venues such as
Convenience Stores, Bakery Cafés and Lobbies. You can now
experience total control of this fully featured Extractor® Brewing System
via an inviting touchscreen interface display that is intuitive, easy to read
and simple to navigate. 
  
CASCADING SPRAY DOME (CSD) - Water flows over the outer surface
of the dome instead of through tiny drain holes (competitor models) that
easily can become clogged with mineral and scale over time. The CSD
virtually eliminates spray head lime buildup - a leading reason for service
calls. Fewer service calls means lower operating costs and more time
producing revenue. 
  
These high quality brewers possess the legendary features and reliable
performance you've come to expect from Extractor® branded
products. Built for flexibility and portability, themal lined servers and
dispensers quickly turn virtually any remote location into a hot and fresh
beverage service station.  

The CBS-2141XTS is compatible with LUXUS® L4S-10 Thermal Servers
and L4D-10 Thermal Dispensers (sold separately).  

Measurements
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Sleek European cabinet design is attractive and fits well in any front-of-
house decor found in cafes, lounges, OCS or corporate breakrooms.  

Duplicate batch profiles and parameters to and from any of the batch
buttons on a single machine or copy the information to an unlimited
number of brewers via a removable SD card (sold separately).  

The brewer's low profile and small footprint makes it the perfect choice
for areas in which service space is at a premium - breakrooms, cafeteria
countertops, lobby coffee service, etc.

Height (in.) Width (in.) Depth (in.) Weight (lbs.)
34 ⅜ 11 ¾ 20 ⅜ 47

Brewing Capacity
Volume

(L)
Volume

(g)
Output
(gph)

(≈8oz.)
cups/hour

(≈12oz.)
cups/hour

(≈16oz.)
cups/hour

(≈20oz.)
cups/hour

3.8 1 3.9-11 ≈176 ≈117 ≈88 ≈70

Standard Electrical Configurations
User Selectable/Universal Voltage Electrical configuration Volts Amps Phase

120(from factory) OR 200-240 Cord&Plug(from factory) or Hardwire 120, 200-240 13-19.7 single

Special Features
Touchscreen Cascading Spray Dome

®
EXTRACTOR®

Technology
Pulse
Brew

Brew Basket
Locks

Hot Water
Spigot

YES YES YES YES Yes Yes

Programmable
Programmable
Brew Volume

Programmable
Brew Time

Programmable Brew
Temperature

Programmable Pre-
wet Percentage

Programmable
Drip Delay

Programmable
Low Temp

Yes-4 per side Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes-three types


